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In-Depth 
Standards 
Coverage
Master the MAFS  
with rigorous 
instruction to ensure 
high achievement  
for students.

Florida Reveal Math is built on four cornerstones 
of effective mathematics instruction that comprise 
the foundation of the program.
The principles of Florida Reveal Math are grounded in the latest research  

on how students learn best. The blended print and digital instructional model 

captures the best of both modalities and brings them together in a seamless 

experience that makes math meaningful for your students.

Targeted 
Instruction
Equip teachers with 
purposeful instruction, 
assessment, and 
differentiation tools to 
reach every student.

Active 
Classroom
Engage students 
with activities, 
technology, and 
discussions that 
bring math to life.

Student 
Mindset
Teach students 
that “I can” is the 
most powerful 
way to think.

Aligned print and 
digital content means 
teachers choose the   
effective instructional 
pathway!



Reveal the Power and Possibility of Math!
Florida Reveal Math includes a wealth of print and digital resources 
that lead to mastery of the Mathematics Florida Standards.

Interactive Student Edition, 2 volumes 
With the inviting and colorful print 
Interactive Student Edition (ISE), 
students take ownership of their learning 
by interacting with the content. The ISE 
is also available in Spanish for Algebra 
1, Geometry, and Algebra 2!

Teacher Edition, 2 volumes 
User-friendly tips in the Teacher Edition 
suggest when and how to integrate 
technology in a purposeful way.

Language Development Handbook 
The Language Development 
Handbook Student Edition provides 
graphic organizers and note-taking 
strategies to support the language 
development of all students, while 
the Teacher Edition provides 
specific tips for building English 
language proficiency.

Teacher Digital Center 
The Teacher Digital Center allows 
easy access to valuable and flexible 
resources for both core instruction and 
differentiation.  

Student Digital Center 
The Student Digital Center includes 
engaging videos, animations, 
instructional content, assessments, and 
more – all in one place!

FPO

Language Development 
Handbook

Student Edition

Language Development 
Handbook
Build your vocabulary and notetaking skills!

• Concept Webs
• Cognate Charts

• Cornell Notes with
 Sentence Frames
• Definition Maps

• Three-Column Charts
• Vocabulary Squares
• Word Cards
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In-Depth 
Standards 
Coverage

Develop Habits of Mind with 
Standards for Mathematical 
Practices Tips
Strategies for Teaching the Mathematical 
Practices appear throughout the Teacher 
Edition to illustrate ways teachers can 
integrate the practices in their classroom 
in a practical and meaningful way.

Florida Reveal Math addresses the rigor of the 
Mathematics Florida Standards through every 
lesson from start to finish. With the MAFS clearly 
labeled and fully integrated in the student and 
teacher materials, students don’t just meet the 
standards- they master them!

Focus, Coherence, and Rigor
As a vertically aligned series, Florida Reveal Math links topics across grades 
to support the learning progressions of students. The Conceptual Bridge 
feature in the Teacher Edition helps teachers understand how students will 
develop essential critical thinking skills.

BL

●

Lesson 2-1 • Writing and Interpreting Equations  65a

MAFS.912.A-CED.1.1,  
MAFS.912.A-CED.1.3

Suggested Pacing

90 min 0.5 day
45 min 1 day

Focus
Domain: Algebra
Standards for Mathematical Content:
MAFS.912.A-CED.1.1 Create equations and inequalities in one variable 
and use them to solve problems.
MAFS.912.A-CED.1.3 Represent constraints by equations or inequalities, 
and by systems of equations and/or inequalities, and interpret solutions 
as viable or nonviable options in a modeling context.
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
4 Model with mathematics.

Coherence
Vertical Alignment 

Next 
Students will solve one-step equations. 
MAFS.912.A-REI.2.3

Now 
Students translate between sentences and equations and use them to solve 
problems. 
MAFS.912.A-CED.1.1

Previous
Students evaluated and simplified algebraic expressions. 
MAFS.912.A-SSE.1

Rigor
The Three Pillars of Rigor

1 CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING 2 FLUENCY 3 APPLICATION

 Conceptual Bridge Working through the Explore and 
Learn activities can help students build a bridge to conceptual 
understanding. When students understand what it means to write 
and interpret equations with one or more variables, they can move to 
procedural fluency and apply the math to problems in everyday life.

Mathematical Background
Variables are used to represent an unknown amount when writing 
equations from a verbal sentence. The ability to write an equation from a 
verbal sentence is needed when solving word problems. When a verbal 
sentence can be translated into an equation that states a rule for the 
relationship between certain quantities, the equation is then called a 
formula, and can be used to solve problems involving those quantities.

/113/GO02291/Reveal_Math_AGAP/NA/TE/007_899745_3_P1/Application_files_899745/M02/ ...

Learn Translations of Functions

Objective
Students will identify the effect on the graphs of functions by replacing 
f(x) with f(x) + k and f(x - h) for positive and negative values.

MPMP Teaching the Mathematical Practices
2 Reason Abstractly and Quantitatively Students will use the 
graphs of translated functions to write the equation that models 
the graph.
7 Look For and Make Use of Structure Students will use the 
structure of transformations to describe translated functions.

Key Concept
Graphs and equations of graphs that have at least one characteristic in 
common are family of graphs. When the parent graph is transformed it 
creates other members in the family. The constant function is f(x) = a, 
where a is any real number. The identify function is f(x) = x and is the 
parent function to most linear functions. Functions in the form f(x) = |x| 
are absolute value functions, while f(x) = x2 is a quadratic function. When 
parent graphs are translated, the graphs are slid from one position to 
another without being turned. When a constant k is added to a function, 
the graph moves up or down k units. When a constant h is subtracted 
from x before evaluation, the function is moved right or left h units.

Common Misconception
A common misconception students have about function translations, 
is when a constant is added or subtracted to x, the translation is the 
direction as the sign. For example, students think f(x + 1) would be a 
shift of one unit to the right, when really the shift is to the left. Reinforce 
the general form f(x - h) since students may need to rewrite the given 
transformation as f(x - [-1]) so identify the transformation.

Think About It!
Mathematical Discourse
How does the graph of f(x + 2) compare to the graph of f(x)? Justify your 
answer. Sample answer: Because f(x + 2) can also be rewritten as  
f(x - [-2]), it is in the form f(x - h) where h < 0. The graph of f(x + 2) is a 
translation of the parent graph f(x) 2 units to the left.
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Learn

A family of graphs
at least one characteristic in common. The parent graph is transformed 
to create other members in a family of graphs

Key Concept • Parent Functions

The general equation of a 
constant function
where 

Domain: all real numbers

Range: {

The parent function of absolute 
value functions is 

Domain: all real numbers

Range: {

 1 CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING 2 FLUENCY 3 APPLICATION
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INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY CLASS ACTIVITYGROUP ACTIVITY

Performance Tasks
Multi-step performance tasks measure 
students’ abilities to integrate the content 
from the module. These assessments 
appear in each module and include a 
scoring rubric.

A Balanced Approach to Instruction
Florida Reveal Math addresses rigor through a balanced math approach with equal 
focus on conceptual understanding, fluency, and application. The practical and 
adaptable instructional model incorporates this approach to ensure students have 
the foundational understanding they need to master higher level thinking skills.

Rich Exploratory Tasks 
In Florida Reveal Math, rich digital tasks 
appear in most lessons in the form of Explore 
activities—investigation-driven, complex tasks 
that nurture students’ innate curiosity. Students 
work individually, in pairs, or in small groups 
to share ideas and approaches with their 
peers, furthering their understanding through 
collaborative learning.

  WARM-UP    LAUNCH  
THE LESSON

  EXPLORE   LEARN     EXAMPLES  
& CHECK

  EXIT TICKET     PRACTICE

3  Reflect and Practice2  Explore and Develop1  Launch

NAME   DATE  PERIOD  _________ SCORE ___________ 
 

Performance Task � Sew Quilty!  McGraw-Hill Education 
 
 

Performance Task 
Sew Quilty! 
 
Sonja designs quilt patterns. She frequently uses transformations in her designs. 
 
Part A 
When Sonja designs quilts, she uses graph paper to first sketch out her ideas before scanning 
the image to her computer where she can manipulate it using a software program. The first two 
blocks of a quilt are shown. 

 
Explain the transformation Sonja used to create the second block on the right. 
 

 
 
 
Part B 
Using a similar design, Sonja created a design for 
a narrow quilt.  
 
 
 
Explain how a translation was used to move from 
block F to block C. 
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Florida Assessment Solutions
Florida Reveal Math effectively prepares students for 
the Florida Standards Assessments in Mathematics 
with abundant opportunities for diagnostic, formative, 
and summative assessments that address the skills 
students need to master the tests.

      FSA Practice  
 and EOC Preperation 
FSA Practice items and End of Course 
practice for Algebra 1 and Geometry at the 
end of every module ensure students 
are confident and prepared to meet the 
requirements of the assessments. 

The Teacher Edition also indicates the 
specific Mathematics Florida Standard 
addressed for each practice item.

Built to Test Item Specifications 
Assessment items are specifically built to meet the 
Florida Test Item Specifications. These practice items, 
found in both print and online, mirror the types of 
questions students will encounter on the FSA, such as 
drag-and-drop, open response, multi-select, and those 
that require an equation editor to input answers. 

In-Depth 
Standards 
Coverage
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Name  Period  Date 

 1. GRIDDED RESPONSE What is the value of x in 
degrees?  (Lesson 7-1)

x°x°

x° x°

 2. MULTIPLE CHOICE A paper fan is made by 
folding the pattern shown in the diagram.

B

C

D

E

F

G
H A

Angles A and C measure 80° and angle B 
measures 135°. If the remaining angles are 
congruent to each other, what is the measure 
of each angle? (Lesson 7-1)

A  135°  B  143°  C  157°  D  173°

 3. GRIDDED RESPONSE Find the measure of 
each interior angle in a regular 10-sided 
polygon in degrees. (Lesson 7-1)

  

 4. OPEN RESPONSE Quadrilateral PQRS is a 
parallelogram. If m∠P = 72°, then find m∠Q 
and m∠R. (Lesson 3-3)

 5. OPEN RESPONSE A repeating tile design is 
made from a rhombus and four congruent 
parallelograms. (Lesson 7-2)

F E

DJIH

G

B CA

If m∠IBJ = 54°, find each angle measure.

m∠BIF = __°  

m∠JBC = __°  

m∠BJD = __°

448 Module 7 Review • Quadrilaterals

Program: Reveal Math Component: Module 7 Review
PDF PASS

Vendor: Aptara Grade: 9-12, SE

FSA Practice  

447_450_HSM_G1M07_Review_681748.indd Page 448  2/15/18  8:42 AM f-0277 /110/GO02370/Reveal_Math_HSM/NA/Geometry/SE/2017/Vol2/007_899749_6_P1/Application ...
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 1. MULTI-SELECT Select all the expressions that 
are equivalent to (5xy3)(3xy3). (Lesson 8-1)

A  (5 • 3)(xy3 • xy3)

B  15x2y6

C  15xy6

D  (5 + 3)(xy3 + xy3)

 2. OPEN RESPONSE Earth’s mass is about  
5,973,600,000,000,000,000,000,000 kg. 
Write this mass in scientific notation. (Lesson 8-1)

 3.  MULTIPLE CHOICE The volume of a cube 
is V = s3, where s is the length of one side.  
Which expression represents the volume of 
the cube? (Lesson 8-1) 

5x3y2

5x3y2

5x3y2

A  5x9y6

B  125x9y6

C  25x9y6

D  15x3y2

 4. MULTIPLE CHOICE What is (w3)5? (Lesson 8-1) 

A  w8

B  w15

C  w27

D  w243

 5. OPEN RESPONSE A manufacturer sells square 
trivets in various sizes. In the corner of each 
trivet sold, they engrave the company’s 
square logo. The diagram shows the ratio of 
the size of each trivet to the size of the 
company’s logo. 

6r2

6r2

2r
2r

What is the ratio of the area of the trivet to 
the area of the logo in simplified form?  
(Lesson 8-2)

Ratio of area of trivet to area of logo: 
__r2 to 1 

 6. OPEN RESPONSE Simplify the expression: 
   k

6r3t5
 ____ kr2t4    (Lesson 8-2)

 7. MULTIPLE CHOICE Simplify the expression 

  (  
2x2y3

 ____ 3x5  )  
0

 completely: (Lesson 8-2)

A  0

B     2 __ 3   

C  1 

D  3x5

480 Module 8 Review • Exponents and Roots

Program: Reveal Math Component: Lesson 8-Rev._A1
PDF Pass

Vendor: Aptara Grade: 9-12, SE

FSA Practice  

479_482_HSM_A1M08_Review_681713.indd Page 480  2/9/18  6:20 PM f-0198 /113/GO02291/Reveal_Math_AGAP/NA/SE/007_662599_0_P1/Application_files_662599/Modu ...
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Reports and Recommendations
Drawing on performance data from student assessments and activities, 
the Florida Reveal Math reports and recommendations provide teachers 
and administrators with the information they need to monitor and adjust 
instruction on a daily basis.

Activity Report
• Overall class or student average score
• Overall class or student progress over time
• Performance by activity type  

(e.g., homework, quiz, exam)
• Average score per activity

Standards Report
• Class and individual average score  

per standard, skill, or objective 

Recommendations Report
• Suggested resources for students, based on performance,  

that can be assigned to any student in that group
Administrator Report
• Activity, standards, progress, and usage reports

Individualized  
Learning Pathways 
When Reveal Math is bundled with ALEKS, 
educators can deliver a personalized 
learning pathway via:

• Online, individualized instruction, practice, 
and assessment based specifically on gaps in student 
knowledge 

• Bilingual courses offered in both English and Spanish 

• Comprehensive progress monitoring reports at the 
student, class, district, and school level 

92%

84%

87%

94%

81%

92%

96%

88%

E X C L U S I V E
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Targeted 
Instruction

Florida Reveal Math empowers teachers 
with impactful resources to deliver the right 
math, at the right time, for the right student. 
With powerful adaptive technology and 
differentiation resources, teachers have the 
tools they need to reach all learners.

Topic Mastery 
LearnSmart®, included with Florida Reveal 
Math, provides an easy-to-use opportunity 
for students to practice and study key course 
topics in an online setting. LearnSmart is an online, interactive study tool that assesses 
a student’s proficiency and knowledge within a specific course, tracks which topics 
have been mastered, and identifies areas that need more study.

Offer Opportunities for 
Discourse and Differentiation
Leveled Discussion Questions and 
Differentiation tips in the Teacher Edition 
provide point-of-use strategies for:

Approaching Level

On Level

Beyond Level

Uncover Misconceptions  
to Improve Understanding
Common Misconception tips in the Teacher 
Edition allow teachers to pinpoint and correct 
errors in students’ thinking. By using mistakes 
as an opportunity to understand, students 
learn that the process is just as important as 
the end result.

E X C L U S I V E

Example 3 Distance Between  Parallel Lines
MPMP Teaching the Mathematical Practices

2 Create Representations Guide students to write an equation 
that models the situation in Example 3. Then use the equation to 
solve the problem.

Leveled Discussion Questions

AL  What do you know about the distance between two parallel lines? 
Sample answer: Parallel lines are everywhere equidistant.

OL What is the slope of a line perpendicular to the parallel lines?    1 __ 3   
BL  Is the point used in the problem the only point through which to 

draw the perpendicular?  no; Sample answer: You could use any 
point since the distance between the lines is always the same.

Think About It! 
Mathematical Discourse
Compare and contrast the processes for finding the distance between a point 
and a line and for finding the distance between parallel lines.  Both methods 
use perpendicular lines to find distances. When finding the distance between 
a point and a line, you find the equation of the line perpendicular to the given 
line that passes through the given point. When finding the distance between 
parallel lines, you must find the equation of a line that is perpendicular to the 
parallel lines. Then calculate the distance between the intersection points of 
the perpendicular and parallel lines.

 Go Online

• Find additional teaching notes.
• View performance reports of the Checks.
• Assign or present an Extra Example.

Exit Ticket
Recommended Use 
At the end of class, have students respond to the Exit Ticket prompt using 
a separate piece of paper. Have students hand you their responses as 
they leave the room.

Alternate Use
At the end of class, have students respond to the Exit Ticket prompt 
verbally or by using a mini-whiteboard. Have students hold up their 
whiteboards so that you can see all student responses. Tap to reveal the 
answer when most or all students have completed the Exit Ticket.

1 CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING 2 FLUENCY 3 APPLICATION
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y1 = -5
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MAFS.6.NS.2.2

Example 3 Divide Multi-Digit Numbers
Objective 
Students will fluently divide multi-digit whole numbers by annexing zeros.

MPMP Teaching the Mathematical Practices 
6 Attend to Precision Encourage students to use their prior 
knowledge of the standard algorithm for division to perform the 
calculations, knowing how and when to annex zeros. 

Leveled Discussion Questions
SLIDE 1

   AL     Why do we place the 1 above the 8 of the dividend, 5,287?  340 
cannot divide 5 or 52, but it can divide 528, so the 1 goes above 
the 8.

   OL     How do you know when you are done dividing?  When the final 
remainder is zero, there is no other division to take place.

   BL     Find 5,287 ÷ 170. What do you notice about this divisor compared 
to 340? What do you notice about this quotient compared to the 
quotient of 5,287 ÷ 340?  31.1; Sample answer: 170 is half of 340, 
and the quotient 31.1 is twice the quotient 15.55.

 Go Online

• Find additional teaching notes.
• View performance reports of the Checks.
• Assign or present an Extra Example.

1 CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING 2 FLUENCY 3 APPLICATION1 CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING 2 FLUENCY 3 APPLICATION
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MAFS.6.NS.2.2

Example 3 Divide Multi-Digit Numbers
Objective 
Students will fluently divide multi-digit whole numbers by annexing zeros.

MPMP Teaching the Mathematical Practices 
6 Attend to Precision Encourage students to use their prior 
knowledge of the standard algorithm for division to perform the 
calculations, knowing how and when to annex zeros. 

Leveled Discussion Questions
SLIDE 1

   AL     Why do we place the 1 above the 8 of the dividend, 5,287?  340 
cannot divide 5 or 52, but it can divide 528, so the 1 goes above 
the 8.

   OL     How do you know when you are done dividing?  When the final 
remainder is zero, there is no other division to take place.

   BL     Find 5,287 ÷ 170. What do you notice about this divisor compared 
to 340? What do you notice about this quotient compared to the 
quotient of 5,287 ÷ 340?  31.1; Sample answer: 170 is half of 340, 
and the quotient 31.1 is twice the quotient 15.55.

 Go Online

• Find additional teaching notes.
• View performance reports of the Checks.
• Assign or present an Extra Example.
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MAFS.6.NS.2.2

Example 3 Divide Multi-Digit Numbers
Objective 
Students will fluently divide multi-digit whole numbers by annexing zeros.

MPMP Teaching the Mathematical Practices 
6 Attend to Precision Encourage students to use their prior 
knowledge of the standard algorithm for division to perform the 
calculations, knowing how and when to annex zeros. 

Leveled Discussion Questions
SLIDE 1

   AL     Why do we place the 1 above the 8 of the dividend, 5,287?  340 
cannot divide 5 or 52, but it can divide 528, so the 1 goes above 
the 8.

   OL     How do you know when you are done dividing?  When the final 
remainder is zero, there is no other division to take place.

   BL     Find 5,287 ÷ 170. What do you notice about this divisor compared 
to 340? What do you notice about this quotient compared to the 
quotient of 5,287 ÷ 340?  31.1; Sample answer: 170 is half of 340, 
and the quotient 31.1 is twice the quotient 15.55.

 Go Online

• Find additional teaching notes.
• View performance reports of the Checks.
• Assign or present an Extra Example.
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Program: Reveal Math

Vendor: Aptara

Component: Lesson 1-7, A2

Grade: 9-12, TE

f(x) with f(x) + k and f(x - h) for positive and negative values.

MPMP Teaching the Mathematical Practices
2 Reason Abstractly and Quantitatively Students will use the 
graphs of translated functions to write the equation that models 
the graph.
7 Look For and Make Use of Structure Students will use the 
structure of transformations to describe translated functions.

Key Concept
Graphs and equations of graphs that have at least one characteristic in 
common are family of graphs. When the parent graph is transformed it 
creates other members in the family. The constant function is f(x) = a, 
where a is any real number. The identify function is f(x) = x and is the 
parent function to most linear functions. Functions in the form f(x) = |x| 
are absolute value functions, while f(x) = x2 is a quadratic function. When 
parent graphs are translated, the graphs are slid from one position to 
another without being turned. When a constant k is added to a function, 
the graph moves up or down k units. When a constant h is subtracted 
from x before evaluation, the function is moved right or left h units.

Common Misconception
A common misconception students have about function translations, 
is when a constant is added or subtracted to x, the translation is the 
direction as the sign. For example, students think f(x + 1) would be a 
shift of one unit to the right, when really the shift is to the left. Reinforce 
the general form f(x - h) since students may need to rewrite the given 
transformation as f(x - [-1]) so identify the transformation.

Think About It!
Mathematical Discourse
How does the graph of f(x + 2) compare to the graph of f(x)? Justify your 
answer. Sample answer: Because f(x + 2) can also be rewritten as  
f(x - [-2]), it is in the form f(x - h) where h < 0. The graph of f(x + 2) is a 
translation of the parent graph f(x) 2 units to the left.
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A family of graphs
at least one characteristic in common. The parent graph is transformed 
to create other members in a family of graphs

Key Concept • Parent Functions

The general equation of a 
constant function
where 

Domain: all real numbers

Range: {

Absolute Value Function

The parent function of absolute 
value functions is 

Domain: all real numbers

Range: {

a
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Cheryl Tobey Formative  
Assessment Probes 
Identify and Address  
Student Misconceptions

Each module features a Cheryl Tobey 
Formative Assessment Probe. Students 
complete a short problem set so 
teachers can identify misconceptions in 
students’ thinking and determine the appropriate next 
instructional steps.

MATH
PROBES

CHERYL TOBEY

"Misunderstandings and partial understandings develop 
as a normal part of learning mathematics.  Our job as 
educators is to minimize the chances of students' harboring 
misconceptions by knowing the potential difficulties 
students are likely to encounter, using assessments to elicit 
misconceptions and implementing instruction designed to 
build new and accurate mathematical ideas."

—Tobey, 2018

Expert Advisor 
Cheryl R. Tobey, M.Ed.
Senior Mathematics Associate at Education 
Development Center (EDC)

Cheryl Rose Tobey brings more than 17 years of experience providing 
professional development to mathematics educators, primarily in the areas of 
diagnostic and formative assessment. She is the coauthor of twelve published 
Corwin books, including Mathematics Formative Assessment: Practical 
Strategies for Linking Assessment, Instruction, and Learning Volumes 1 and 2 
and seven books in the Uncovering Student Thinking Series.

E X C L U S I V E

Module Resource

385b  Module 7 • Quadrilaterals

MATH
PROBES

CHERYL TOBEY Formative Assessment Math Probe
Is It a Parallelogram?

Analyze the Probe
Review the probe prior to assigning it to your students.

In this probe, students will determine which graphs are parallelograms and explain their 
choices.

Targeted Concepts  Understand what information is sufficient or appropriate for a figure 
to represent a parallelogram.

Targeted Misconceptions
•  Students may overgeneralize that any figure with parallel opposite sides is a 

parallelogram.
•  Students may assume right angles where they not labeled.

•  Students may not know the properties of parallelograms, or they may not know the 
information needed to prove that figures are parallelograms.

Use the Probe after Lesson 7-3.

Collect and Assess Student Answers

If  the student selects 
these responses...

Then the student likely...

1. yes 
6. yes

believes that a parallelogram is any figure with parallel opposite sides.

2. yes 
5. yes

is assuming that the unlabeled angles are right angles.

Example: With only two right angles given as in Item 5, the figure could 
also be like this:    .

3. no 
4. yes 
7. no

does not have a solid understanding of the properties of parallelograms and/or what 
information is needed to prove that a figure is 9a parallelogram.

Take Action
After the Probe  Design a plan to address any possible misconceptions. You may wish to 
assign the following resources.

•  Parallelograms and Trapezoids
• Lesson 7-3, Learns, Examples 1-2

Revisit the probe at the end of the module to be sure that your students no longer carry 
these misconceptions.

1. no; 2. no; 3. yes; 4. no; 5. no; 
6. no; 7. yes

Program: Reveal Math
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Cheryl Tobey Math Probe 
Is It a Parallelogram? 
 
Determine whether there is enough information given to prove that 
each figure is a parallelogram. 
 

Circle yes or no. Explain your choice. 
1.     
    
 
                 

yes          no 

 

2.        
          
 
           
 

yes          no 

 

3.        
 
     

 
yes          no 

 

4. 
 

 
yes          no 

 

5.  
 
 
     

yes          no 

 

6.    
 

           
         

yes          no 

 

7. 
     

yes          no 
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Targeted 
Instruction

Language  
Development Handbook 
Build Language Skills 

Florida Reveal Math includes a Language 
Development Handbook Student Edition 
and Teacher Edition for each course to 
empower teachers to meet the diverse 
needs of learners. These handbooks provide 
instrumental resources to build vocabulary 
and notetaking skills for all learners, including English 
Language Learners.

Expert Advisor 
Walter Secada, Ph.D.
Professor of Teaching and Learning at the University of Miami

As a program advisor for Florida Reveal Math, Dr. Walter Secada brings 
his expertise on improving education for English Language Learners 
to the program. Dr. Secada’s experience includes leading research 
on the teaching of mathematics to middle-school English Language 
Learners, equity in education, Hispanic dropout and prevention, bilingual 
education, and professional development for teachers. 

FPO

Language Development 
Handbook

Student Edition

Language Development 
Handbook
Build your vocabulary and notetaking skills!

• Concept Webs
• Cognate Charts

• Cornell Notes with
 Sentence Frames
• Definition Maps

• Three-Column Charts
• Vocabulary Squares
• Word Cards

Reveal A
LG

EBRA
 2 

 
 

     
         

     Language D
evelopm

ent G
uide • Student Edition  
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Example
 

DefiniciónDefinition

Word Card

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

DefiniciónDefinition

Example

Word Card

sequence

geometric sequence

Lesson 7-4 Vocabulary
Geometric Sequences

Use the word cards to define each vocabulary term and give an example of 
each.

Program: CA EL Guides Component: SE
PDF Pass
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Resources for  
Spanish Speakers
• Spanish Interactive Student Edition  

for Algebra 1 , Geometry, and Algebra 2 

• Language Development Handbook  
for Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2  
(Teacher and Student Editions)

• Spanish Personal Tutors

• Multilingual eGlossary

• ALEKS Bilingual Courses in Spanish 
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Active 
Classroom

In Florida Reveal Math, students explore math in a 
meaningful way with abundant print and digital resources 
that create an exciting classroom environment. Through 
engaging and purposeful technology and opportunities for 
mathematical discourse, students take ownership of their 
learning and deepen their conceptual understanding.

Designed with student engagement  
in mind, the digital resources in Florida 
Reveal Math include animations, videos, 
and interactive problems to enhance 
context and learning. 

Teachers have the flexibility to modify 
the pre-made interactive teacher 
presentations by:
• Adding their own resources, including 

hyperlinks to internet resources
• Rearranging lesson content
• Sharing custom presentations  

with students

Students can engage with their 
Interactive Student Editions by 
highlighting, underlining, adding their 
own notes, responding to open-
ended questions, and completing 
practice problems.

Utilize the digital 
resources in Florida 
Reveal Math with:
■ a projector
■ interactive whiteboard
■  desktops, laptops,  

or tablets

102 Module 3 • Logical Arguments and Line Relationships

Check 
What is m∠3 in degrees  

if m∠2 = 26°? 

What is m∠4 in degrees if  

m∠5 = 2x° and m∠4 =  

(x + 9)°? 

 Example 2 Complement and Supplement 
Theorems
SHELVING  Mae Lin is installing 
shelves in her room. One of the 
brackets she chose for her shelves 
is shown. If m∠3 = 55°, what is 
m∠4? Select a reason at the left to 
justify each step.

 Step Reasons

 m∠3 + m∠4  = 180  

 55 + m∠4 = 180 Substitution

 m∠4 = 125°   

Check 
CITY PLANNING  A city planner  
is designing an entrance ramp  
for a freeway. In the diagram,  
m∠ACD = 45°. What is m∠BCA?  
Fill in the blank to justify each step.

m∠BCA + m∠ACD =   Theorem 

 m∠BCA +  =   

 m∠BCA =   Property

 Go Online You can complete an Extra Example online.

REASONS:
Complement Theorem 

Subtraction 

Subtraction Property

Supplement Theorem 

1

2

34

1 3
2

4
5

45°
B C D

A
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Active 
Classroom

Visualize Math Concepts in Action
With Web Sketchpad® activities integrated at point of use in Florida Reveal Math, 
teachers can innovate their instruction in a seamless way. These dynamic, math 
exploration activities enhance understanding by demonstrating math concepts in 
action. Students interact with the activities to see how changing a problem’s variables 
can affect the outcome. They learn to see math as an organic, exploratory experience.

Web
Sketchpad®

Think About It! and  
Talk About It! features in 
the Interactive Student 
Edition build students’ skills 
in mathematical thinking 
and discourse. Students 
learn to develop a coherent 
rationale for their ideas and 
to communicate it to others.

E X C L U S I V E
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Learn Evaluating Numerical Expressions
An expression of the form xn is a power and is read “x to the nth 
power.” The word power can also refer to the exponent of the 
expression. 

The exponent indicates the number of times a number is multiplied by 
itself. In a power, the base is the number being multiplied by itself. 

To evaluate an expression means to find its value. If a numerical 
expression contains more than one operation, then the rule that lets 
you know which operation to perform first is called the order of 
operations.

Key Concept • Order of Operations 
Step 1 Evaluate expressions inside grouping symbols.
Step 2 Evaluate all powers.
Step 3 Multiply and/or divide from left to right.
Step 4 Add and/or subtract from left to right.

Example 4 Evaluate Expressions
Evaluate each expression.

a. 24

24 = 2 · 2 · 2 · 2  Use 2 as a factor 4 times. 

=  Multiply.

b. 45

45 = 4 · 4 · 4 · 4 · 4  Use 4 as a factor 5 times.

=  Multiply.

Example 5 Order of Operations
Evaluate 20 - 7 + 82 + 7 · 11.

20 - 7 + 82 - 7 · 11 = 20 - 7 + 64 - 7 · 11 

= 20 - 7 + 64 - 77 Multiply 7 and 11.

= 13 + 64 - 77  

= 77 - 77 

= 0 Subtract 77 from 77.

Watch Out!

When evaluating a 
power, remember that 
you are multiplying the 
base by itself as many 
times as the exponent 
indicates. You are not 
multiplying the base 
and exponent together.

 Think About It!

In example b, what 
does the power of 5 
suggest?

 Talk About It!

Explain how the order 
of operations applies 
when using the 
formula    1 __ 2   h(b1 + b2) to 
find the area of a 
trapezoid.

 Think About It!

Write an expression 
that uses exponents 
and at least three 
different operations. 
Explain the steps you 
would take to evaluate 
the expression.

 Go Online You can complete an Extra Example online.

Lesson 1-1 • Numerical Expressions 5
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power and is read “x to the nth 

order of 

 Think About It!

In example b, what 
does the power of 5 
suggest?

 Talk About It!

Explain how the order 
of operations applies 
when using the 
formula    1 __ 2   h(b1 + b2) to 
find the area of a 
trapezoid.

/113/GO02291/Reveal_Math_AGAP/NA/SE/007_662599_0_P1/Application_files_662599/Modu ...power and is read “x to the nth 

order of 

Use 2 as a factor 4 times. 

Multiply.

Use 4 as a factor 5 times.

Watch Out!

When evaluating a 
power, remember that 
you are multiplying the 
base by itself as many 

 Think About It!

In example b, what 
does the power of 5 
suggest?

 Talk About It!

Explain how the order 
of operations applies 
when using the 
formula    1 __ 2   h(b1 + b2) to 
find the area of a 
trapezoid.

/113/GO02291/Reveal_Math_AGAP/NA/SE/007_662599_0_P1/Application_files_662599/Modu ...
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Technology-Enhanced Items 
Prepare Students for  
Computer-Based FSA Testing

Technology-Enhanced Items like drag-and-drop, 
equation editor problems, and multiselect, provide 
students with the valuable practice they need to master 
Florida Standards Assessments. Students also benefit 
by improving their keyboarding skills through typing 
responses to rigorous open-ended questions.

Additional Active  
Classroom Tools

Launch the Module Videos 
Engaging videos connect math to  
real-world scenarios, thus answering  
the perpetual question “When will I  
ever use this?!” 

eTools 
Embedded within lessons, this convenient 
collection of coordinate graphing, 
number lines, and transformations tools 
allows students to explore and solve 
problems in a digital context. 

Dinah Zike Foldables™ 
Ideal for kinesthetic and visual learners, 
this popular resource provides a way 
for students to organize their thoughts 
around key math concepts. They also 
make a great study tool!

Explore, Model, and Apply Math
The best-in-class Desmos graphing calculator, 
easily accessible in Florida Reveal Math, makes math 
accessible and enjoyable for students. The powerful 
and intuitive engine allows students to quickly and 
easily create visual representations of math. 11



Student 
Mindset

Florida Reveal Math is built on the principle that changing 
the way students think can change the way they learn. 
Research shows that a positive frame of mind with regards 
to learning math influences academic performance.  
By instilling a positive mindset in students, teachers can 
build students’ confidence in their own innate abilities.

Productive  
Struggle Problems
Florida Reveal Math includes 
problems that promote productive 
struggle. These challenging 
problems teach students of all 
levels the value of perseverance. 
Corresponding teacher 
questioning strategies in the 
Teacher Edition give the teacher 
a framework to guide student 
thinking and encourage grit. 
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26. BUILDINGS Clyde looks at a building from point E. 
∠AEC has the same measure as ∠BED.

a. The measure of ∠AEC is equal to the sum of the 
measures of ∠AEB and what other angle? 

b. The measure of ∠BED is equal to the sum of the 
measures of ∠CED and what other angle?

c. Is it true that m∠AEB is equal to m∠CED? 

 Higher-Order Thinking Skills

27. CREATE Draw ∠WXZ such that m∠WXZ = 45°. Construct ∠YXZ ≅ ∠WXZ. Make 
a conjecture about the measure of ∠WXY, and then prove your conjecture.

28. WRITE Write the steps that you would use to complete the proof.

 Given: BC  ≅ CD , AB = 1–2 BD

 Prove: AB  ≅ CD

29. ARGUMENTS In this lesson, one case of the Congruent Supplements Theorem 
was proven. In Exercise 31, you proved the same case for the Congruent 
Complements Theorem. Explain why there is another case for each of these 
theorems. Then write a proof of this second case for each theorem.

30. ANALYZE Determine whether the statement is sometimes, always, or never true.

  If one of the angles formed by two intersecting lines is acute, then the other 
three angles formed are also acute.

31. PERSEVERE Find m∠C if ∠C ≅ ∠A, m∠A = 3x°, m∠B = (x + 20)°, and ∠A and ∠B 
are supplementary. Verify your answer.

32. WRITE Explain how you can use your protractor to quickly find the measure of 
the supplement of an angle.

208 Module 3 • Logical Arguments and Line Relationships
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• Equations of lines
• Adding polynomials
• Writing equations and inequalities
• Writing systems of inequalities
• Writing systems of three equations
• Writing in set-builder and interval notation

ALEKS is an adaptive, personalized learning environment that identifies 
precisely what each student knows and is ready to learn, ensuring 
student success at all levels.

You may want to use the Real Numbers and Linear Equations, Lines 
and Functions, Systems of Linear Equations and Matrices sections to 
ensure student success in this module.

 Mindset Matters
Reward Effort, Not Talent
When adults praise students for their hard work toward a solution, rather 
than praising them for being smart or talented, it supports students’ 
development of a growth mindset. Reward actions like hard work, 
determination, and perseverance instead of traits like inherent skill or talent. 

How Can I Apply It?
Have students complete the Performance Task for the module. Allow 
students a forum to discuss their process or strategy that they used and 
give them positive feedback on their diligence in completing the task.
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     Mindset Matters
Florida Reveal Math provides 
Mindset Matters tips in the Teacher 
Edition so teachers can provide 
encouragement and support, 
help students to understand the 
importance of mindset, and assist 
students with improving their thought 
process during challenging tasks.
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26. BUILDINGS Clyde looks at a building from point E. 
∠AEC has the same measure as ∠BED.

a. The measure of ∠AEC is equal to the sum of the 
measures of ∠AEB and what other angle? 

b. The measure of ∠BED is equal to the sum of the 
measures of ∠CED and what other angle?

c. Is it true that m∠AEB is equal to m∠CED? 

 Higher-Order Thinking Skills

27. CREATE Draw ∠WXZ such that m∠WXZ = 45°. Construct ∠YXZ ≅ ∠WXZ. Make 
a conjecture about the measure of ∠WXY, and then prove your conjecture.

28. WRITE Write the steps that you would use to complete the proof.

 Given: BC  ≅ CD , AB = 1–
2 BD

 Prove: AB  ≅ CD

29. ARGUMENTS In this lesson, one case of the Congruent Supplements Theorem 
was proven. In Exercise 31, you proved the same case for the Congruent 
Complements Theorem. Explain why there is another case for each of these 
theorems. Then write a proof of this second case for each theorem.

30. ANALYZE Determine whether the statement is sometimes, always, or never true.

  If one of the angles formed by two intersecting lines is acute, then the other 
three angles formed are also acute.

31. PERSEVERE Find m∠C if ∠C ≅ ∠A, m∠A = 3x°, m∠B = (x + 20)°, and ∠A and ∠B 
are supplementary. Verify your answer.

32. WRITE Explain how you can use your protractor to quickly find the measure of 
the supplement of an angle.
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Florida Reveal Math 

teaches students 

how to think– 

not what to think!
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 31. f(x) = -4  |x + 2|   - 3 32. g(x) = -   2 __ 3     |x + 6|   - 1 33. h(x) = -   3 _ 4     |x - 8|   + 1

Example 15
 34. REASONING The function y =    5 __ 4     |x - 5|   models a car’s 

distance in miles from a parking lot after x minutes. Graph the 
function. After how many minutes will the car reach the 
parking lot?  

 35. STATE YOUR ASSUMPTION A track coach set up an agility drill 
for members of the track team. According to the coach, 21.7 
seconds is the target time to complete the agility drill. If the 
time differs from the desired 21.7 seconds by more than x, the 
track coach may require members of the track team to 
change their training. Write an equation that can be used to 
find the fastest and slowest times members of the track team 
can complete the agility drill so that their training does not have to change.  
If x = 3.2, what can you assume about the range of times the coach wants the 
members of the track team to complete the agility drill? Solve your equation for 
x = 3.2 and use the results to justify your assumption. 

 36. SCUBA DIVING The function y = 3  |x - 12|   - 36 models a scuba diver’s elevation 
in feet compared to sea level after x minutes. Graph the function. 
How far below sea level is the scuba diver at the deepest point in 
their dive? 

 37. MANUFACTURING A manufacturing company produces boxes of 
cereal, b. A small box of cereal must have 12 ounces. If the amount 
of cereal in a small box differs from the desired 12 ounces by more 
than x, the box cannot be shipped for selling. Write an equation 
that can be used to find the highest and lowest amounts of cereal 
in a small box. 

278 Module 4 • Linear and Nonlinear Functions
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Unique Question Types 
These questions, found throughout the Interactive 
Student Edition and online, help students develop 
strategic thinking skills to master the Standards for 
Mathematical Practices:
• Alternate Method 
• Avoid a Common Error 
• State Your Assumption
• Use a Source
• Concept Checks

of garlic to buy?

A. Each head of garlic has exactly 8 cloves.

B. The chefs need 96 heads of garlic.

C. The chefs need 96 cloves of garlic.

D. Each bag has 3 heads of garlic.

How many bags of garlic should Adelina purchase? 

 A. 4 B. 12

 C. 32 D. 96

 Example 6 Use Dimensional Analysis to 
Convert Units
COOKING A recipe calls for 20 fluid 
ounces of milk. If Nita buys a half 
gallon of milk, how many batches of 
that recipe can she make? (Hint: 8 
fluid ounces = 1 cup) 

First, convert gallons to fluid ounces.

total amount 
of milk

× gallons to 
quarts

× quarts to 
pints

× pint to 
cups

× cups to 
fluid ounces

0.5 gallon ×     quarts
 ______ 1 gallon    ×     pints

 _____ 1 quart    ×     cups
 _____ 1 pint    ×     fluid oz. _______ 1 cups    =  fl. oz.

1 gallon = 4 quarts  1 quart = 2 pints
1 pint = 2 cups   1 cup = 8 fluid ounces

   64 fluid ounces  ___________    fluid ounces    =  batches

Nita has enough milk to make 

 Think About It!

When you are 
converting, how do you 
know which unit goes 
in the numerator and 
which unit goes in the 
denominator?

Avoid a Common 
Error

Remember that a unit 
will only cancel when 
you divide it by itself.
What error does this 
solution make?

97,285 liters ×    3.785 liters ________ 1 gallon   

≈ 368,224 gallons

 Go Online You can complete an Extra Example online.

Milk

RECIPE

BREAD PUDDING

1.5 tbsp. butter

12 oz. bread

20 fl. oz. milk

3 eggs

1 tbsp. vanilla

2 cups sugar

122 Module 2 • Equations in One Variable
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Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6

Temperature 
(°F)

59.4 64.8 70.7 45.4 51.8

Part A 

y = x + 

Part B Find the correlation coefficient r
hundredth.

r = 

Part C 
data well? Yes or No?

 Go Online 

Nightingale David 
(1909–1993), who was 
named after family friend 
Florence Nightingale, 
was the distribution of 
correlation coefficients. 
In 1938, she released a 
book entitled Tables of 
the Correlation 
Coefficient, for which all 
of the calculations were 
done on a hand-cranked 
mechanical calculator.

Use a Source

Choose another baseball 
player and research the 
total number of hits they 
have by season. Use a 
graphing calculator to 
write an equation for the 
best-fit line and decide 
whether the equation 
models the data well.

324 Module 5 • Creating Linear Equations
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